I. INTRODUCTION
The Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) , shown in Fig.l , has been increasingly considered for medium voltage and high voltage variable frequency applications due to its favorable features of high modularity and scalability [I ]- [5] . The conventional operation mode of the MMC requires the capacitors in power modules to buffer the power fluctuations at line frequency and second order harmonic frequency, inherently resulting in a very large capacitance as well as the fact that the capacitor voltage ripple magnitude is inversely proportional to the phase current frequency [I] and will become infinite at zero frequency (DC), which is a big issue at the start of the motor where the phase current frequency growing from zero is required. A. J. Korn proposed a method to shift the arm current towards a higher frequency and therefore to reduce the capacitor energy ripple magnitude, by injecting high frequency sinusoidal circulating currents and adding high frequency common mode voltages on the three phases during the low frequency operation of the MMC [2] . This approach is applicable in the motor drive applications with quadratic torque load, although the torque and current has to be derated due to increased semiconductor loss. But the impact on the bearings of the motor made by the common mode voltages used in this method remains to be an issue, and the capacitance value and size remain as 978-1-4799-2705-0/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE 944 large as the conventional designs. In this paper the proposed SCCVC shifts the frequency component of the arm current towards the switching frequency to reduce the required capacitance value and to enable the converter operation at very low frequency and DC.
II. PRINCIPLE OF THE SCCVC
The concept of SCCVC can be illustrated with the simplest MMC circuit of single phase and single cell per arm, as shown in Fig.2 . The two semiconductor switches in each module are represented by a Single-Throw Double-Pole (STOP) switch. The goal of the converter is to deliver power from DC sources Vdc to the AC source Vs with a sinusoidal current iph flowing through it, controlled by proper operations of the two STOP switches whose switching functions are defined as (1) . SUx and SLx are the switching functions of the single-throw-double-pole switch that can be 'l' or '0', where x is a phase identifier, given by (I). For simplicity, "x=a, b, c" will be omitted in all the equations that contains x. The phase identifier will not be shown in the single phase case.
{l when switched to the upper pole (1) SU(L)X = 0 when switched to the lower pole The addition of the upper and lower arm current is labeled as i'lIl1l given by (2) , while the subtraction between the upper and lower arm current is the current flowing to the phase branch, given by (3) . Since the sum current is equivalently flowing in the loop between DC-link and two arms, the half of its values is usually defined as the circulating current i cir'
Based on circuit analysis and previously defined sum and phase current, the current state equations can be derived as (4) and (5).
-0. The capacitor voltage equations are derived as shown in (6) and (7).
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It is observed that the critical state variables of phase current and capacitor voltages are controlled by the equations of (5), (6) and (7), which determine whether the converter can fulfill its function of power delivery with sinusoidal phase current and balanced capacitor voltages. However, the remaining equation (4) tells that on basis of the function fulfillment, the sum (circulating) current can be regulated as desired, which offers a degree of freedom to influence the arm currents that charge and discharge the capacitor. Therefore, the SCCVC IS proposed motivated by this observation. However from time to time, there do exist the states of (8) caused by the circulating current control loop and generated by the comparison between carrier and modulation signals. Tn the proposed SCCVC control approach, the specific sequence arrangements of all the four states in a switching cycle in terms of the capacitor voltages and arm currents control have been taken into considerations, and then the states @ and @ become critical and useful.
The concept of this new control method is to taking advantage of the resonance between the arm inductors and cell capacitor to control the capacitor voltage back to the reference by giving proper initial arm current. FigA shows the comparison between the conventional control method and the SCCVC to tell how the capacitor voltage balancing in one switching cycle is achieved. Assuming that the phase current is in its positive half cycle, in the figure of left-hand side the alternating use of states CD and @ gradually controls the average value of the phase current to be sinusoidal, while the sum current is not really impact by the two states. The unbalanced charges from one switching cycle to another make the capacitor voltages deviate from their original values, and finally back to their initial states after one line cycle. In the figure of right-hand side the state @ is inserted right before the state CD to control the lower arm current to an offset value such that in the time interval of the state CD the average current flowing through the lower capacitor is controlled toward zero. Similarly, the SCCVC arranges the state @ right before the state @ to control the upper arm curr ent to an offset value such that in the time duration of the state @ the average current flowing through the upper capacitor is controlled toward zero.
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t Fig. 4 Comparison between conventional control and the proposed SCCVC
Ill. GENERALIZATION OF THE SCCVC TO THE MULTI CELL CASES
This method can be easily extended to the situations when the phase current is negative by inserting state @ instead of ® before state CD, and similarly putting state ® before state @. The SCCVC can also be directly extended to the three-phase case without any efforts since the arm inductors and cell capacitors are totally independent trom one phase to another.
When the situation comes to multi-cell per arms, a simply extended method of the SCCVC is proposed in Fig.5 , taking a 2-cell-per-arm case as demonstration. The concept is still to introduce the states that can quickly change the arm current such that the capacitor voltage can be brought to the reference at the next time interval. Assuming again that the phase current is in its positive half cycle, short delays are introduced at every edge of the two lower cell switches. If a proper duration of delay is placed at "a" on Sri, then the capacitor voltage of Vcn 946 � ��====��-�l==::��r=====ti�-: -r===�� 
TV. RESONANT BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS AND PARAMETER DESIGN GUIDELINE
In Fig.6 , a 2-cell-per-arm MMC converter (Neell =2) at certain switching state is shown. From the circuit diagram, the state-space differential equation is derived as (9) using iu, iL, Vu and VL as state variables that are of clear physical definitions. 
The complete solution of the iu is shown as (14) where two resonant frequencies are found in (15) and (16). Simplification can be made when NcFO or Nr.=O and one of the two terms in (12) equals to zero that further simplifY the coefficient matrix in (9). With similar derivation procedure, the lower arm current iL can also be derived as in (17). The approximation of the two resonant frequencies are shown in (18) and (19) indicating the physical meaning of the resonant behavior of capacitors and inductors. The faster resonance between the series of the two equivalent arm capacitors and the series of the two arm inductors determines the basic behaviors of the circuit, where the lower frequency resonance and the fundamental component in (14) have minor but not negligible impact on the time-domain response.
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With the derived two arm current expressions, one can easily calculate the any capacitor voltage response during the time interval which can be used to calculate the initial arm current value that are needed to balance the capacitor voltages. Meanwhile, the impact to the other capacitors when the control is trying to balance one capacitor can also be simply derived. It is well known that there always exists one switching cycle delay in the digital controller, which fundamentally restrains the application of the SCCVC since the variables are calculated based on the converter information in the previous switching cycle and has to be used in the next cycle. One solution is that to use the expressions in (14) and (17) to predict what the system response will be in the next cycle and use the data sampled in the previous cycle to conduct the calculations As per the complicated expression (14) and (17) for even a single module MMC circuit, another alternative Model-Predictive-Control (M PC) approach is proposed for the realization of the SCCVC, whose fundamental scheme is show in Fig. 7 . At the beginning of the first switching cycle T�Wl' all the state variable values have been sampled, and the switching function pattern has been determined one cycle before. Therefore, the state variable values at the end of T,�Wl can be calculated by iterations by using the state-space switching model derived in [6] . Afterward, the averaged line current controller will calculate the duty cycle needed for the next switching cycle, T�W2. By scanning different time durations for state ® and ®, the same iteration approach as used in T,)Wl can be used to predict the optimal time durations that yield the values of state variables satistying that (vcVLrej)2 reaches its minimum value. The same process can be repeated when it comes to the next switching cycle.
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Need to notice that due to the insertion of state ® and ®, the originally calculated duty cycles could be slightly changed, and thus proper compensation need to be made after the time durations of state ® and ® are determined.
As they are very short, the duty cycle only need to be slightly changed before it is given to the modulator, which has very little change in the state variable response 
VI. SIMULATION RESULT AND SEMICONDUCTOR LOSS EVALUATION
The specifications of the example simulation are shown in TABLE. 1. The cell DC-link voltage is selected as I kV in order to enable the use of low cost 1.7 kV IGBT module. The cell count in each arm is selected to be two to simply demonstrate the operation waveforms, but not too complicated to be observed and understood. Following the similar control approach, the cell number can be scaled to larger to fit higher grid voltages.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 . The line current are controlled to follow the curr ent requirement as specified. There are quite a number of intermediate voltages levels (±500V, ±1500V) caused by the newly used states, shown on the line-to-line voltage vab waveform. Tn the SCCVC control the duty cycle are still maintained as it was originally required for the averaged line curr ent control, and thus there is actually no low order harmonic distortions on the line-to-line voltage. Therefore, there is no distortion occurring on the phase current. The sum current are controlled to indirectly regulate the cell capacitor voltages to make sure that at the end of each switching cycle the capacitor voltage will go back to the reference voltage, I kV in this case. Fig. 9 , where the line frequency is I Hz, demonstrates that the 
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::: 1 vcvj2 I I + : SCCVC nearly eliminates the dependency on the line frequency to balance the cell capacitor voltages. The capacitor voltage ripples are almost the same as the 60 Hz case, and there are actually no low order harmonic distortions on the line-to-line voltage either. As observed in the specification, the capacitance value is 400 IlF and the arm inductance value is 20 IlH, which is significantly reduced compared to the conventional case where 4 mF capacitance and I mH arm inductance are needed to achieve the same capacitor voltage ripples.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a brand new approach to control the capacitor voltage of the MMC within a switching cycle, demonstrating benefits in greatly reducing the capacitance and arm inductance of the MMC. It also provides the MMC with the capability to operate at lower-frequency-high-torque load conditions if the motor drive applications are considered, which can be a promising method that expands the application domains of the MMC.
